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4 december 2008 African Union                                  
Dr Jean Ping/ mr Erastus Mwencha 
Po box 3243, W21K19 
Addis Ababa in Ethiopia

 CMI Martti Ahtisaari 
Pieni Roobertinkatu 
13 B 24-26 00130 Helsinki Finland

Dear Jean Ping, Erastus Mwencha and Martti Ahtisaari & colleagues, 

The International Criminal Court wants terrorism & war in NL & EU.
You are familiar with me websites on wich the lawcase against the Dutch supreme court, parliament 
Balkenende I- IV & municipal Bloemendaal with the International Criminal Court is published.

You receive in print:
● Letter of ICC from 12 nov 2007 = they accept my lawcase against NL
● All letter send to Interpol & FBI, because ICC is a Hitler court building war, overhere
● Letter of 4 oct 2008 to Min of Foreign Affairs Maxime Verhagen about this ICC-case
● Letter to USA-feminist & human right-activits Catharine macKinnon, a new ICC-advisor on 

gender-cases
● All documents on my websites. CD with sites added to this letter

African Union
The Constitutional Court of Thailand - Bangkok - judged this week against the President of Thailand in 
case of corruption = Thai-president  is guilty of election fraude and has to leave politics for 5 year. 

I started a lawcase against NL-parliament with the Int.criminal Court on 1 may 2007, because the NL 
Supreme court refuses to judge in case of misconduct. 
= our NL Constitutional Court is guilty of corruption itself, therefore I had to start the ICC-case

But ICC ignores me for more than  1 year now 
= ICC is guilty of corruption in connextion with NL-parliament
= ICC wants to build terrorism & war in NL, because I prove that this Highest Criminal Court on Earth - 
against dictators - is guilty of 'crimes against humanity' itself.
= ICC is a political racist who refuses to press charges against EU-warlords to protect EU-war-victums
= ICC only want to bring black-AU-dictators to trail and put them in ICC-prison

I want African Union:
● To make it possible for the African people to judge against their own black-AU-dictators on own 

soil.  In South Africa your Supreme court judged on a weapon-supply between China & 
Zimbabwe. You did send China home, together with their weapons. You did a very good job! 
This implies that you can also bring your own AU-dictators to trail....and you can forget about 
ICC.... 

● I also want you to keep Sudan-dictators out of ICC-courtroom or ICC-prison. 
If they have to be brought to trail is has to be done in Sudan itself or in Africa.  

Prosecutor mr. Luis Moreno Ocampo has lost his mind completely = he is obsessed with black-
AU-dictators and doesn't care for the  fact that he keeps EU-dictators in their powerful position, 
building more war Worldwide. He feels protected by UN Ban ki moon & UNHCHR, who want ICC to 
be a political racist too.

● I want you to withdraw ALL black-AU-dictators from ICC...and bring them to your own Supreme 
court in Johannesburg,  because ICC is obsessed with Africa and ignores a lawcase against NL.

By doing so you protect yourself and your poeple against more lawless lives, more bankrupty & 
more foodcrisis, due to dirty EU-export-deals. 

●
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● I also want you to make clear to ICC that the AU prefers NOT to work together with an USA-
feminist & Human right-activist within ICC itself.  
Prosecutors & Judges refuse to adopt the  EU-legal system as we know it; refuse to build ICC on 
top of the EU-system. 
This is forbidden by national law in EU-countries & human right treaties, but ICC doesn't care! 
Suddenly,  ICC hires the services of an USA-advisor who wants to address gender-cases, while 
their is NO fair legal system within ICC.  
Terrorists hate human right-activists, they cause more harm than good.

● I want you to make clear to ICC 'that you are informed about my ICC-case against NL, officially'
= Say to prosecutors & judges: 'You can fool us around any longer, we know that you protect 
EU-war-lords at the cost of our AU-lives'. 

CMI, Martti Ahtisaari & Colleagues,
My biggest problem is that nobody relates to me   '... as normal human beings do...'
In NL I am not a person.  I don't exist. 
I am in the bureaucracy  and on the Web. 
Only foreigners read my websites. The Marocco King, for example...
NL-parliament  builds more hatred against tohose popele every day. 
The group of 10.000 dictators in NL can stay in their powerful position, without New Elections for 
parliament.   We have NO democracy left.
This gives ICC-employees the idea that they have a 'Carte blanche for the building of terrorism in NL & 
EU... to cover up for the fact they they are war-lords themselves'.  
They are NOT going to stop on their own initiative.

I need to be rescued.   
ICC is not impressed by the fact 'that Presidents of other countries read my websites'.
Paul mcCartney? His good or bad impact on the world is irrelevant tóó! 
They don't care for what I prove and write on the Web. 
Don't care 'that terrorists know me better than NL-ers do'. 
ICC wants me dead...and thats it... 

When I am not being rescued by another human being - who wants to relate to me in 
a human way - I am going to die before Justice is done.
WOIII will be a fact on an large scale, manufactured by NL-parliament & 
-government.

In my life WOIII is already a daily practise. Recently, a public servants is paying me 
money I am entitled too, but that about all. 
Have no national security for my family,  no other normal rights. 
People read my work, watch me being tortured & wait for me to die.
Consequences are irrelevant to them. 

You are the Nobel-prize-winner, with much more experience on this platform.
Please 'tell me what to do'. 

Have a nice day,
Desiree Stokkel. 
 


